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Immigration on the Internet

THE SOCIAL CONTRACT journal now has a
research site by which all the articles published in
previous issues of the journal are available at
<thesocialcontract.com>.

Here are some other sites that readers may find of
interest. By listing them here The Social Contract does
not imply an endorsement of all the material on any
specific site.

• The Federation for American Immigration
Reform (FAIR) <fairus.org>.

• "Immigration by the Numbers"
<numbersusa.com>.

• English Language Advocates <elai.isa.org>-

• Center for Immigration Studies <cis.org>.

• Affirmative Action for Immigrants
<pw2.netcom.com/~jimrobb>.

• Peter Brimelow, Scott McConnell, et al,
<www.vdare.com>.

• News and commentary on ethnic and other
conflicts worldwide <antiwar.com>.

• Carrying Capacity Network
<carryingcapacity.org>.

• Negative Population Growth <www.npg.org>.

• Philip Martin's Migration News
<migration.ucdavis.edu>.

• Professor Norman Mat! off:
<heather.cs. ucdavis.edu/pub/Immigration/Index
/html>.

• Midwest Coalition for Responsible Immigration
<enteract.com/~mcri97>.

• Sierrans for US Population Stabilization
<susps.org>.

• A parody site: <sierraclubbed.com>

• People and Place is published in Australia by
the Centre for Population and Urban Research
<elecpress.monash.edu.au/pnp>.

• Canadian Immigration Reform Committee
<canadafirst.net>.

• Voices of Citizens Together
<americanpatrol.com>.

• Council of Conservative Citizens <cofcc.org>.

• Columnist Samuel Francis
<www.samfrancis.net>.

• The Biocentric Institute <ultralink/net/IAPM>.

• "Stalking the Wild Taboo"
<lrainc. com/swtaboo/>.

• Projects USA <projectsusa.org>.

• The European Forum for Migration Studies
<www.uni-bamberg.de/efms>

• Floridians for a Sustainable Population
<flsuspop.org/index. htm>.

• Population and Sustainability
<v»'\vvv.ecofuture.org/ecoftiture/populat.htrnl.>

• American Renaissance <amren.com>.

• Mankind Quarterly, The Journal of Social,
Political and Economic Studies — articles and
reviews including population, immigration and
public policy: <mankind.org>.

• Federal Publications (developments in
immigration law) <fedpub.com/immigration>.

E-mail addresses for pertinent organizations:

• <center@cis.org> Center for Immigration
Studies (CIS).

• <npg@npg.org> Negative Population Growth.

• <ccn@igc.apc.org> Carrying Capacity Network
(CCN).

• <caps@calweb.com> Californians for
Population Stabilization (CAPS).

• <newsclips-subscribe@egroups.com>
Conservative News Links.

And from the perspective of the opposition and
their stand for open borders:

• The American Immigration Lawyers Associa-
tion <aila.org/home.htm>.

• The Sierra Club <sierraclub.org>.

• The Aztlan Organization <aztlan.org>.

• Political Ecology Group (PEG) <igc.org/peg>.
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Liberals and
Immigration Reform
by Edward Levy

[This article is adapted from a speech given by Dr.
Levy in conjunction with a national gathering of
Democrats.]

Liberals seem to have forgotten what they are
supposed to stand for and whom they are
supposed to represent. Ronald Reagan made

"liberal" into the dirty "L" word; and that tactic
worked so well that too many liberals, even today, are
so intimidated that they are making Reagan's
characterization shamefully accurate.

For example, liberals are supposed to sympathize
with the middle class — workers, professionals, and
small (not big) business people. Liberals are also
supposed to help wage earners and farmers raise their
earnings. But today our middle class is shrinking and
liberals who support large-scale immigration are
helping to speed that shrinkage. That is, immigration
over-supplies our labor market, helps depress wages,
and dissolves the middle class.

The widening gap between rich and poor caused
by this dissolution of the middle class is dangerous
both economically and politically because a two-class
society of only rich and poor is a characteristic of
countries without democracy. No middle class, then,
means an end to our way of governing ourselves, a
process already evidenced by low voter-turnout —
even for presidential elections.

Thus, strengthening the middle class should be
part of both the liberal and conservative agendas, since
only a strong middle class makes a democracy
possible, and we should all be interested in that. If

Edward Levy, Ed.D. is a professor of music at Stern
College, Yeshiva University in New York City. He is
active in organizations dedicated to immigration
reform including FAIR, the Federation for American
Immigration Reform.

immigration facilitates the weakening of the middle
class, then both liberals and conservatives should
strongly support reducing the levels of immigration.

Consider some of the ways that political leaders
are skewering the middle and lower classes by
allowing immigration to continue at peak levels:

• Immigrants' children overcrowd our schools,
especially inner city schools, making a decent
education virtually impossible.

• Immigrant workers fill unskilled jobs, making
entry-level jobs unavailable to anyone else.

• Immigrants are recruited for skilled and semi-
skilled jobs along with positions at universities
because they work more cheaply. This not only
helps shrink the middle class but makes mobility
from the underclass to the middle class less
possible. Training our own citizens becomes
unnecessary, and the poor stay poor.

By supporting mass immigration liberals are
betraying their constituents. Supporters of large-scale
immigration are playing into the hands of the
Libertarians and the Wall Street Journal editorial
board in their demands for an over-supply of cheap
labor.

Another portion of the population that liberals
have traditionally represented is minorities. But
immigration harms minorities, most particularly the
immediately preceding group of immigrants, since all
the new immigrants are competing for the same jobs.
For example, Cesar Chavez energetically organized
the migrants workers in California, but continuing
waves of both legal and illegal immigrants undid his
work.

Unions worked to help raise workers' wages from
the 1920s through to the 1960s when they had to be
coerced into opening their ranks to blacks. At the same
time that these employment doors were opening to
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